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Emphasizing the real meaning of KGV – globalized win-win stages managing ventures for its stakeholders, she
(KGV Group) is founded fulfilling her very first mission.

"Creating and facilitating shared business knowledge and experience in a global network for serious
partnerships venturing and exploring unlimited capital."

Extending from her mission, her aims are to:

Enhance KGV capital and capacities in various business fields increasing stakeholders’ values;
Develop and diversify potential business entities; and
Promote capital venturing for a concrete global business development.

KGV Group’s team of investment professionals brings a inimitable combination of industrial experience in
operations, technology, strategy, corporate advisory services, new media and international markets to its portfolio
investments. The Group is led by three exclusive partners, Uptown Brilliant  Sdn. Bhd. and Uptown Supreme
Sdn. Bhd., who focus on investment opportunities across Malaysia and international markets.

In addition to the partnership, KGV Capital has a strong working party of sustaining and supporting professionals,
each of whom brings years of experience and acumen to the Group.

 

Uptown Supreme Sdn. Bhd. was formed for the solid and tangible constituents - asset management. In
real estate industry, she is to extend her involvement in project development while still focusing in landed
property investment. With her solid human capital strength, specialized in equity research and development,
she has aimed once again for her business enlargement in private equity development and investment.

Marhaba Restaurant  SC Sdn. Bhd.

Maraheb Restaurant  Sdn. Bhd.

Hasrat  Persada Sdn. Bhd.
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This is about the Human Capital, the asset / professionals that we had set up in teams. As elaborated, there is
no boundary between companies, as we work in functional teams at different dimensions. And our scopes of
functions are:

i. Business Operat ions 
It aligns overall operations and respective work functions; being the whistle blower for the quality
outcome and consistent services.

i. Customer Care
Being the consistent client support team, Customer Care Professionals serve simultaneously ensuring
quality client servicing, rightful consultancy and industrial investment information provided and
rendered. Timeliness and quality is its core value to upkeep.

i. Finance 
The most happening team, holds all the financial elements for balance and economical business
operations and investment procedures.

i. Management Services 
Balancing the support stream functions, this Team provides ‘cool’ management in human capital,
training and development, corporate planning as well as organizational development.

i. Investment  and Procurement  
This Team is the traffic controller of consistency in product / investment quality and quantity. They are
always being loaded and alert of industrial happenings and core sources.
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